
What does the NBV in the integration ressort create 
generally - and furthermore?  
 
With the integration ressort the NBV dedicates itself a subject of great social 
relevance. The organization committes itself since there are increased numbers of 
refugees coming to Germany, this about mid oft he year 2015. With concentrating 
staff resources towards non-voluntary by end of 2017 even more. The integration 
actions NBV implemented since, does not follow by fortune, but a widespreading 
plan.  
 
The consulting and supporting progamme provides sports clubs with plenty of needs 
for integration tasks: Intercultural qualification and support by an adequate sourcing 
assistance. This enables sports clubs troughout the entire federal state in the position 
to help people with migration background, refugees and other with social needs to 
offer specefic choices of sports programmes that often reach far further than the pure 
exercise courses or training groups. 
 
The very welcome newcomers are supported by progesses with the public 
authorities, homework, account opening and applications plus search for 
appartments and jobs. The realisation in a group is much easier, therefore very 
important networks with social ficilities and citizens offices are generated. These are 
steadily attended and developed This grown up network of actors and initiatives is 
small mashed just as diverse. Simple formular? Not at all – there are always new 
situations to adjust to. Various and exciting!  

To whom do we like to adress our offers?  
 
For about one quarter of Germany´s population is born in an other country or at least 
one parent is immegrated. By definition these people therefore have a so-called 
migration background. Besides the individual attribution this awkward term concludes 
it also stands for the cultural vatiety of a population concerning place of birth, 
language or cultural imprint of its members. In sports clubs it´s ammitedly distinct 
very different: Mainly girls, women and older people with migration background have 
a far fewer apperance or rather membership than those without. Refugees are not 
that much respresented in clubs either. To approach these persons special is one of 
the main tasks of integration work inside the professional association.  

Who benefits from our actions and commitments?  
 
Numbers of people with migration background are increasing – not just in the last few 
years. With this fact the challenges for living togehter in a linguistical and cultural 
varied population are growing. But integration doesn´t mean an effort on it´s own, on 
the same side it´s a chance to find answers to future tasks in a steady changing and 
developing world – we all together! That´s effective on clubs, that can generate the 
secondary growth and volunteer function owners just as the society that gets cultural 
and creative new imput.  



• Carving out the corporately meaning of „integration“ potential to fix the subject 
in organized sports even deeper seated.  

• Contact person and adviser to cultural requests  
• Consultance for sports clubs in lower saxony with integration work, individual 

attendance and financial support  
• Sensitizing clubs for the issue to open up intercultural and support in that 

matter  
• Workshops and qualifications for all sports organisations regarding this 

according matters  
• Embedding the subject "intercultural learning" into existing education and 

training of organized sports (Education of exercise instructors and trainers)  
• Visit experts meetings in case of exchange with internal and external 

cooperation partners besuchen and attend as a multiplier (for instance 
migration organisations or integration-political organisations)  

• Visit experiece orientated activities and if applicable own organized, that effect 
public notice and set impact on integration at the same time  

• Sensitize the general public for the issue of integration  
• Import items and experiences from integration work out of sports into the 

discourse of siciety - show up specific sports perspectives aufzeigen 
• Inform about integration achievements and clarify those of sports clubs and 

associations 
• Support clubs and associations in therms of the regardingly communication  
• Assistance towards the target group in case of dayly differences, 

complications and barriers 

 


